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SBA * Consulting LTD
We understand your problems.
Are you ready for the solution?
Our outsourced CxOs are prepared to help!
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Financial Trouble, need a Turnaround
Expertise, Contact SBA * Consulting
Every business has its up's and down's. But if you are feeling a dramatic
downturn, it's time to bring in some experienced Chief Financial Officers We
want to stave off even contemplating Bankruptcy, because that is truly a
last ditch effort.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
PRLog (Press Release) - Jul 09, 2012 - Every business has its up's and down's.
But if you are feeling a dramatic downturn, it's time to bring in some
experienced Chief Financial Officers that can help ameliorate and slow both the
bleeding and your burn rate.
As Financial Turnaround specialists, we will look at every aspect of your
business and try to find cost-saving solutions that don't affect the productivity
of the business.
We don't believe in wholesale lay-offs as a first or even second alternative or
option. There are many ways to ease expenses without sacrificing sales and
support staff, and impacting revenues which will continue that downward spiral.
We want to stave off even contemplating Bankruptcy, because that is truly a
last ditch effort and or disposition of your company you've worked so hard to
create.
SBA * Consulting LTD provides businesses with part-time and/or interim CFO's
with a minimum of 25 years of experience. Our consultants, located in 14
offices from Boston to Boca Raton work in over 50 practice areas. In addition to
part-time/interim services, we provide project-based expertise to aid an
overburden CFO or business owner who needs high-quality talent to address
specific needs.
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We want your Company to be successful!
### END ###
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